right now the hooks holding the vehicle in place beginning to retract should have physical separation in just about 30 seconds or so

this view again a camera onboard the Soyuz craft pointing at the poisk module - which is currently docked

yes lesbian you have separation 2:35 and physical separation confirmed confirmed

at 7:02 p.m. Central time of the station in the crowd so he's craft which is now no longer attached for flying about 261 statute miles over northern Mongolia

looking good
3:06 20 recommend link ODR their common link

again separation confirmed on this camera view if you look in the lower left corner the bottom number is the rate of departure you can see just a little over a tenth of a meter per second right now

voice modulo were coming into view along with much of the rest of the Russian segment physical separation confirmed

just about two minutes ago at 7:02 p.m. Central Time now just about a minute or so away from
the next step which will be the separation burn in which the sirs on board the Soyuz will fire for about 15 seconds to increase the rate of departure from the station for the craft by a little over half a meter per second.

we forget to remove it later okay.